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Abstract 
 
Computational problems can be classified according to their algorithmic complexity, which is            
defined based on how the computational resources needed to solve the problem scale with              
the problem size. In particular, computationally intractable problems are often solved through            
heuristics or approximations so to overcome the search costs associated with exhaustive            
approaches. The computational complexity of the algorithms that are used in Computational            
Biology is an often neglected property, rarely surveyed for broad audiences. The aim of this               
work is to look over the main current algorithmic solutions to intractable problems in              
Computational Biology, highlighting the importance of High Performance Computing (HPC)          
and heuristic solutions in this area. 
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Computational complexity 
 
The study of the capabilities and limitations of computers has been a central focus of               
research on both machine automation and machine intelligence ​(Sipser 2012)​. As a matter             
of fact, computational complexity is mentioned among the original seven areas of            
development in Artificial Intelligence ​(McCarthy et al. 1955)​: (1) automatic computers and            
programs; (2) natural language processing; (3) neural networks; (4) computational          
complexity; (5) abstraction; (6) machine self-improvement; (7) randomness and creativity. As           
a definition, computational complexity takes on the ability to measure the efficiency of             
models of computation. 
By describing the transitions of the machine states, a model of computation allows             
expressing the operational semantics of a programming language, which maps some           
software specifications to the machine execution (Figure 1). A model of computation can be              
sequential, functional and concurrent. The most commonly examined model of computation           
is the Turing machine, that is considered the blueprint for modern digital computers. The              
Turing machine is a sequential model in which symbols on a tape strip are manipulated               
according to a table of rules. According to the Church-Turing conjecture, a Turing machine              
can simulate any algorithm, which is hence defined a Turing-computable function. Indeed,            
despite the existence of equivalent models with higher efficiency and capability, such as             
quantum computing ​(Shor 1997)​, no model of computation has been proven to be more              
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powerful than the Turing machine, i.e. able to compute more functions than those that are               
Turing-computable . 1
This issue points to the very nature of computability, that is what can be computed in                
a given amount of space and time. There are several types of computational problems,              
namely decision problems, search problems, counting problems, optimization problems, and          
function problems. Computability theory aims to defining which problems can be solved in             
each model of computation. 
 
 
Figure 1. A model of computation has a formalized operational semantics for a             
programming language. Operational semantics specifies the relationship between the         
expressions of a programming language and their values (e.g. integers, booleans).  
 
P​​ and ​​NP​​ problems 
 
Problems for which it is impossible to construct an algorithm that leads to a correct               
answer cannot be solved and therefore are non-computable. For instance, the halting            
problem is a decision problem of determining whether an arbitrary program will continue to              
run forever instead of completing and so halting. The halting problem for Turing machines is               
undecidable. As a corollary, the halting problem exemplifies the undecidability of first-order            
logic ​(Turing 1937)​, that is the impossibility of determining whether or not some premises              
entail certain conclusions, in agreement with Gödel’s incompleteness theorems ​(Gödel          
1931) which demonstrate that it is impossible to establish the correctness of the             
axiomatic-deductive method . 2
Computable problems, on the other hand, are algorithmically solvable problems. As           
running time or space requirements grow with the input size, computer science classifies             
algorithms for efficiency in distinct complexity classes. A problem belongs to the complexity             
class ​P (Polynomial time) if an algorithm exists for which the number of steps (​S​) needed ​to                 
1 Notably, the field of hypercomputation, focused on computability notions that are stronger than the 
Turing machine, is highly debated ​(Davis 2006)​. 
2 As alternative to axiomatic notion of demonstration, the analytic notion of demonstration is not 
subjective and not affected by Gödel’s incompleteness results. 
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solve the problem is bounded by some ​polynomial function (​f​) of the problem input size               
(​N​), which is generally expressed using asymptotic notation (​O​): 
 
S​​ = ​f​(​N​​) ∈​ ​​O​(​g​(​N​​)) 
 
Problems for which polynomial algorithms exist include finding the determinant of a            
matrix, optimizing a linear function under required constraints (or linear programming           
problem), sorting, and many others (Table 1). ​P problems are considered computationally            
tractable ​(Cook 1969)​, although some polynomial algorithms result impractical in real-world           
applications, such as addressing electronic design automation problems consisting of          
millions of variables ​(Rotman 2003) or breaking the Advanced Encryption Standard           
(Daemen and Rijmen 2002)​ at a constant time exceeding the age of the universe. 
A problem belongs to the complexity class ​NP ​(Non-deterministic Polynomial time) if            
an algorithm exists for which, given a solution, it can check that in a reasonable amount of                 
time and space . For instance, in most cryptography, the problem of finding the decryption              3
key is an ​NP ​search problem ​(Rothe 2006)​, since algorithms to verify ​whether a valid key                
has been found exist. 
From the aforementioned definitions, it is immediate that ​P is a subset of ​NP ​(​P⊆NP​).               
However, an unanswered question is whether this restraint is appropriate (hence ​P≠NP​, as             
largely believed), or whether ​NP⊆P (hence ​P=NP​). The so-called “​P ​versus ​NP ​problem”             
(Cook 1971) is one of the seven Clay Millennium Problems worth a million-dollar prize.              4
Implications are profound. If ​P=NP, ​computers could easily solve puzzles that humanity have             
been struggle with for centuries, including protein folding ​(Fraenkel 1993)​, as well as any              
kind of security encryption scheme. Otherwise, if ​P≠NP, ​no one will ever find a single               
algorithm able to solve all the problems in ​NP​. Some authors speculate that the solution to “​P                 
versus ​NP ​problem” implies the development of an entirely new mathematical methodology            
(Papadimitriou and Steiglitz 1982)​. 
 
Algorithm Problem Runtime Reference 
Cooley–Tukey 
algorithm 
Discrete Fourier Transform of 
arbitrary composite size ​n 
O​(​n​log(​n​)) (Cooley and Tukey 
1965) 
Dijkstra’s algorithm Shortest paths in a graph of ​E 
edges and ​V​ vertices 
O​(​E​log​V​) (Dijkstra 1959) 
AKS algorithm Primality of a given number of ​n 
digits 
O​(log​21/2​n​) (Agrawal, Kayal, and 
Saxena 2004) 
KMP algorithm Matching a pattern of length ​n​ in a 
string of length ​m 
O​(​m​+​n​) (Knuth, Morris, and 
Pratt 1977) 
 
Table 1. Examples of notable polynomial algorithms. 
3 The definition of ​NP​ using the notion of a ​checking relation​ is now customary, although it was 
originally defined in terms of non-deterministic machines, i.e. prescribing more than one action for any 
given situation. 
4 Clay Mathematics Institute official problem description: 
www.claymath.org/sites/default/files/pvsnp.pdf 
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F​​rom Sudoku to protein folding 
 
The great majority of the ​NP problems, that are not known to be in ​P​, are known to be                   
NP​-complete, a category given to the hardest ​NP problems (Figure 2). According to Ladner’s              
theorem ​(Ladner 1975)​, under the assumption that ​P≠NP​, the intermediate class of NP             
problems that are neither in ​P nor in ​NP​-complete may not be empty (candidate intermediate               
problems being integer factorization, discrete logarithms, and others). 
The definition of ​NP-​complete problems can be stated more precisely by introducing            
the concept of ​language​, a set ​L ​of binary strings, such as the language of all palindromes                 
(00, 11, 0110, 11011, etc.). In this view, ​P is the class of all languages that can be decided                   
by a Turing machine in polynomial time, while ​NP ​is the class of all languages for which the                  
instance ​x​∈​L can be decided by a Turing machine in polynomial time. ​NP​-complete is,              
therefore, the class of all ​NP ​languages that are also ​NP​-hard, for which the instance ​x​∈​L                
can be decided by a Turing machine in polynomial time given an ​oracle​, which is a “black                 
box” assumed to solve any problem. 
Decidable ​NP​-hard problems are ​NP​-complete problems, such as the combinatorial          
game Sudoku (a form of graph coloring problem), or the Boolean satisfiability (SAT) ​(Cook              
1971) and 3-satisfiability (3-SAT) ​(Aho and Hopcroft 1974) problems of deciding if a clause,              
or a conjunction of clauses, have a set of assignments that evaluate to true. A problem can                 
be proved hard by reducing 3-SAT to that problem ​(Kleinberg and Tardos 2006)​, showing              
that ​NP​-hard problems are at least as hard as any ​NP problem. The halting problem, instead,                
is an undecidable NP-hard problem. 
 
 
Figure 2. Complexity classes. While the class ​P of problems solvable in polynomial             
time is a subset of the class ​NP of problems that have polynomial certifiable ​instances, the                
equivalency of ​P​ and ​NP​ classes is a major unsolved problem in computational science. 
Hundreds of problems of practical relevance fall into the ​NP​-complete class ​(Garey            
and Johnson 1979)​. The majority of these problems relate to graphs (e.g., longest path,              
vertex cover, hitting set, clique, maximum cut, vertex and arc sets, Hamiltonian path),             
mathematical programming (e.g., integer programming, knapsack, partition, numerical        
3-dimensional matching, subset sum), and general problems (e.g. job sequencing, Steiner           
tree, set packing). Many scheduling and routing problems have industrial relevance, for            
instance circuit design (boolean satisfiability), vehicle routing (travelling salesman problem),          
databases (feedback vertex set). Likewise, many fundamental biological problems fall in this            
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complexity class, representing a crucial bottleneck for the development of biomedical           
applications. In this regards, High-Performance Computing (HPC) as well as efficient           
heuristics represent indispensable tools for accelerating the solution of complex biological           
problems, facilitating scientific and technological advance in Computational Biology         
applications. 
 
High-Performance Computing 
 
Crucial to finding solutions to computational problems is establishing procedures that           
avoid the exponential explosion inherent in the brute-force approach, or exhaustive search,            
which systematically checks the satisfiability of a problem’s statement for all the possible             
solutions. For ​P problems, which do not get exponentially harder as their size scale up (e.g.                
multiplications, mazes, and Rubik’s cubes), the employment of massively parallel computers,           
or supercomputers, able to carry out billions of operations per second, ensures the process              
completion in reasonable amount of time. Parallel computing on high-end hardware is            
generally referred to as High-Performance Computing (HPC). 
With an ancient history of interconnection between chemistry and electricity behind,           
silicon semiconductor electronics is universally recognized as the most transformative          
technology of the past half century . The discovery that semiconductor materials could be             5
modeled into small sized devices with reliable electrical behaviors opened up unprecedented            
opportunities. Semiconductor progress launched the revolution of electronics and         
computerisation that proliferates into nearly every aspect of contemporary life, underpinning           
the inner fabric of the digital world that we are living in.  
Originated as a prediction about the trends of integrated circuit technology, Moore’s            
law has helped industry shape expectations and goals, eventually serving as an emblem of              6
modern technological change. In general terms, Moore’s law states that transistor density            
doubles every two years. As a matter of fact, the number of transistors on a single chip grew                  
from a few thousand in the earliest integrated circuits to several billions today. Commercial              
mass production of ​functional transistor with 7 nm technology (i.e. the average size of a red                
blood cell) has begun in 2018. This technology will be replaced by the 5 nm process around                 
2020/21, while 3 nm lithography process is set to begin around 2023, showing that Moore’s               
law should hold true for a little while longer. 
Increased transistor count and power dissipation as well as other silicon technology            
advances made possible the rapid improvement in cost-performance of sequential          
computing, resulting in software algorithms traditionally constructed for serial computation          
(Hennessy and Patterson 1998)​. Nonetheless, the power limit of a single chip rapidly proved              
insufficient to face innovations like multiple issue of instructions and dynamic execution,            
leading to the creation of the new architectural paradigm of parallel computing, in which              
many power-efficient processors, or cores, are placed on the same chip, or multicore             
microprocessor. The first parallel computer was the Whirlwind designed during the Cold War             
5 The first transistor was created in 1947 by William Shockley (awarded the 1956 Nobel Prize in 
Physics), and colleagues at Bell Laboratories, whose entrepreneurial efforts lead to the flourishing of 
the Silicon Valley, the epicenter of high technology and innovation where Gordon Moore and Robert 
Noyce, credited along with Jack Kilby with the realization of the first integrated circuit (or chip), 
founded Intel Corporation in 1968. 
6 Moore E. Gordon. Cramming More Components Onto Integrated Circuits. Electronics, volume 38, 
number 8, April 19, 1965, pp.114 ff. 
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era ​(Everett 1951)​. The development of manycores computers paved the way to innovations             
also in programming models, like in the case of network processors, which are software              
programmable devices targeting network applications. 
As parallel algorithms are more challenging to develop than sequential algorithms           
(Hennessy and Patterson 1998)​, several attempts to systematize parallel programming have           
been attempted. For instance, common patterns of scientific computing, or motives, have            
been identified (Table 2) to be combined in order to construct complex parallel software              
systems ​(Asanovic et al. 2009)​. As algorithms used in Computational Biology heavily rely on              
these motives, programmers in high-performance computing look steadfastly towards Life          
Sciences applications in order to transfer the capabilities of parallel programming and explicit             
technologies such as MPI (​https://www.mpi-forum.org/​) and OpenMP       
(​https://www.openmp.org/​) and enhance innovation in Health and Biomedical research. 
Several methods have greatly benefited from parallel computing solutions in recent           
years such as Computational Genomics tools for the identification of genes that contribute to              
phenotypic variation. Indeed, due to the amount of new variants emerging from the             
ever-increasing genome sequencing, computing linkage disequilibrium (i.e., the nonrandom         
association of alleles at different loci) presents a major bottleneck in allele and haplotype              
frequencies calculation in large population counts. However, parallel solutions allow fast           
computation ​(Alachiotis, Popovici, and Low 2016)​. 
 
Computational motives for 
parallel computing 
Description Computational Biology 
applications  
Dense linear algebra Dense matrices or vectors Linkage disequilibrium 
computation in genome-wide 
association studies ​(Alachiotis, 
Popovici, and Low 2016) 
Sparse linear algebra Matrices or vectors in which 
most elements are zeros 
Stochastic chemical kinetics 
(Maggioni, Berger-Wolf, and 
Liang 2013) 
Spectral methods Use combinations of basis 
functions to solve differential 
equations 
Multiple sequence alignment 
(Hoang et al. 2015) 
N-body methods Interaction between discrete 
points (particles) 
Agent-based simulations of 
cellular behaviour ​(Richmond 
et al. 2010) 
Structured grids Tessellation of n-dimensional 
Euclidean space using regular 
connectivity 
Multi-dimensional organ 
simulations ​(Canè et al. 2018) 
Unstructured grids Tessellation of n-dimensional 
Euclidean space with irregular 
connectivity 
Whole-body biomedical 
simulations ​(Szczerba et al. 
2010) 
Monte Carlo Calculation based on repeated 
random trials. 
Emission tomography image 
processing ​(Gillam and 
Rafecas 2016) 
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Combinational logic Digital logic producing specified 
outputs from certain inputs 
Allosteric receptor modeling 
(Agliari et al. 2015) 
Graph traversal Visiting vertices in a graph Biological network analysis 
(Bonnici et al. 2018) 
Graphical models Graph-representation of 
conditional dependencies 
Biological network modeling ​(Ni 
et al. 2018) 
Finite state machines Interconnected set of states Multicellular behaviour ​(Oishi 
and Klavins 2014) 
Dynamic programming Recursively finding optimal 
solutions of the sub-problems of 
a larger problem 
Multiple sequence alignment 
(Hung et al. 2015) 
Backtrack and 
Branch-and-Bound 
Regions of the search space with 
no interesting solutions are ruled 
out 
RNA secondary structure 
prediction ​(Burghardt and 
Hartmann 2007) 
 
Table 2. Common computational motives ​(Asanovic et al. 2009) with examples of            
applications in Computational Biology suitable for or implementing parallel computing. 
 
Heuristics 
 
NP​-complete problems pertain to diverse areas, including optimization, graph theory,          
mathematical programming, number theory, logic, and theory of computation. A heuristic is a             
practical approach to problem solving specifically designed to achieve a sub-optimal but            
immediate objective. Approaches like approximation algorithms, probabilistic algorithms, and         
local search can be considered heuristics ​(Papadimitriou and Steiglitz 1982)​. Finding a            
satisfactory solution within a reasonable time is necessary in those cases where the optimal              
solution results impractical, like for several ​NP​-complete problems in Computational Biology           
(Table 3). For instance, efficient heuristic algorithms have been developed to solve SAT             
problems displaying formulas with millions of symbols, which prove sufficient for practical            
applications like artificial intelligence and circuit design ​(Ohrimenko, Stuckey, and Codish           
2007)​. 
Algorithms with polynomial time approximation are widespread used in         
Computational Biology. For instance, multiple alignment with SP-score ​(Bacon and          
Anderson 1986) can be computed with dynamic programming with a running time that is in               
the order of the product of the mean length ​n ​of ​k ​sequences, ​O​(​n​k​) ​(Altschul and Lipman                 
1989)​. Notably, finding an optimal alignment becomes computationally intractable as          
sequence count increases. Polynomial-time approximation algorithms have been proposed,         
achieving alignments whose values are at most 2-2/​k time the optimum for ​k sequences              
(Gusfield 1993)​. This approximation ratio was improved to 2-3/​k ​(Pavel A. Pevzner 1992)             
and 2-​l​/​k ​for any fixed ​l​, before the problem was eventually proved to be NP-complete ​(L.                 7
Wang and Jiang 1994)​, meaning that the approximation ratio cannot be made arbitrarily             
close to 1. However, a polynomial time approximation can be yielded given a binary tree               
7 ​Bafna, V., Lawler, E., and Pevzner, P. 1994. Approximate methods for multiple sequence 
alignment. Proc. 5th Combinational Pattern Matching Conference, 43-53. 
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phylogeny ​(Lusheng Wang, Jiang, and Lawler 1996)​, representing an efficient and relevant            
heuristic for multiple alignment problems. 
The common motives of parallel programming (Table 2) can also be the base of              
various heuristics. For instance, a defined threshold for upper and lower bounds can be              
employed to reduce the computations required for a branch-and-bound algorithm ​(Zhou, Wu,            
and Zeng 2015)​. 
Unlike classical heuristic approaches, approximate solutions designed to be adjusted          
for different classes of problems are metaheuristic methods ​(Gogna and Tayal 2013)​, mainly             
consisting in the categories of evolutionary computing and swarm intelligence. Efficient           
metaheuristic methods require extensive computational experiments in order to optimize the           
heuristic parameters and the fitness function. The optimality is evaluated by comparing a             
solution of the exact algorithm with a solution from the metaheuristic. 
 
Computational Biology 
problem Example heuristic approach Reference 
Pairwise sequence alignment 
Search of locally optimal 
maximal segment pair using a 
matrix of similarity scores. 
BLAST ​(Altschul et al. 1990) 
Multiple sequence alignment Progressive alignment using a library of pairwise alignments. 
T-Coffee ​(Notredame, Higgins, 
and Heringa 2000) 
Genome assembly 
Generation of a directed 
multigraph between neighboring 
k-mers. 
Eulerian paths ​(P. A. Pevzner, 
Tang, and Waterman 2001) 
Regulatory motif finding 
Position frequency matrices 
inference using online 
expectation-maximization. 
EXTREME ​(Quang and Xie 
2014) 
Phylogeny reconstruction 
Search of near-optimal 
parsimonious tree by iterative 
improvements. 
Local search ​(Varón and 
Wheeler 2013) 
Structure prediction Simulated annealing with structural constraints. Rosetta ​(Rohl et al. 2004) 
Proteomics (e.g. interaction 
networks) 
Subgraph estimates based on 
the sparse boundary 
frequencies. 
Targeted Node Processing 
(Przulj, Corneil, and Jurisica 
2006) 
Transcriptomics (e.g. splicing 
variants) 
Splice junctions filtering based 
on minimum minor isoform 
frequency estimates. 
TopHat ​(Trapnell, Pachter, and 
Salzberg 2009) 
Next-generation sequencing 
(e.g. metagenomics) 
Asynchronous search and 
consensus based on species, 
genus, and class taxonomy. 
SMART ​(Lee, Lee, and Van 
Gelder 2016) 
Systems biology (e.g. metabolic 
pathways) 
Stoichiometry and reaction rates 
constraints. 
Constraint-based methods 
(Chowdhury and Maranas 2015) 
 
Table 3. Examples of heuristic approaches and methods for common complex           
algorithmic problems in Computational Biology.  
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Conclusion 
 
Moving from the definition of computability and algorithmic efficiency, this work           
analyzes the algorithmic complexity of approaches in Computational Biology developed to           
find efficient solutions to complex and fundamental problems in medicine and biomedical            
research. Complex biological problems include sequence alignment for genome comparison,          
gene and protein function prediction, phylogenetic analysis; genome assembly for          
next-generation sequencing, association studies, metagenomics, population structure       
analysis; biomolecular structure determination for protein and nucleic acid structure          
prediction, drug design, docking and screening; network data integration for the analysis of             
protein-protein, gene co-expression, regulatory, metabolic and signaling networks; and many          
others. 
Crucial to accelerating the solution of complex problems in Computational Biology           
are algorithmic solutions entailing HPC and heuristics. HPC allow speeding up the            
computation to reasonable time scales. In particular, programs that take advantage of            
parallelism have been successfully applied to a number of relevant problems in            
Computational Biology (Table 3), proving that the basic computational motives of parallel            
computing as well as combinations of them facilitate addressing problems that were            
previously considered computationally intractable. HPC is crucial in finding efficient solutions           
for NP-complete problems and facilitate scientific and technological advance in this domain. 
Likewise, the use of heuristic algorithms represents a common and valid strategy that             
enables a higher efficiency of the computation process at cost of absolute optimality.             
Nonetheless, the sub-optimal solutions found are satisfactory for specific impractical          
problems. In this regards, experts communicating their insights within a formal domain theory             
play a fundamental role in preventing heuristic algorithms from introducing biases by making             
the solution search selective and prejudiced. 
Beside polynomially solvable problems (​P​) and polynomially verifiable problems (​NP​),          
many other complexity classes have been defined, including co-​NP​-problems, for which is at             
least easy to exclude wrong answers; ​EXP ​problems, for which it takes exponential time or               
space to check the correct solution; ​PSPACE ​problems, which can be solved with unlimited              
amount of time but using only a polynomial amount of space for memory; and ​BPP ​problems                
(or ​BQP ​for quantum computing), which can be solved probabilistically in polynomial time. In              
this regards, this work aims to encourage a fine categorization of algorithm complexity in              
Computational Biology to improve the implementation of efficient solutions and promote           
development of application-driven innovations. 
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